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This thesis aims to study new solutions for the SMEs subcontractors' problems who 
work in the oil and gas industry while using the latest automation and robotic 
technologies. In order to achieve this goal, the study investigates existing literature, as 
well as increases the knowledge through expert interviews. The interviews were 
conducted with professionals in the oil and gas industry who have plenty of experience 
working at a subcontractor or general contractor firm. The interviews have shown that 
robotic applications can play an essential role in solving the general problems of 
subcontractors. It has been shown that robotic automation can prevent global 
pandemics such as coronavirus that can cause deep wounds in the economy. This 
research includes various calculations to compare robotic automation and labour 
studies in the long and short term. With the discovery-driven plan, research has been 
conducted on how much profit any subcontractor company can make using new 
technologies in robotics. The results show that robotic automation technologies 
significantly improve safety, efficiency and quality in the oil and gas industry. Moreover, 
this research shows how vital the blue ocean strategy is for SMEs and the importance 
of using blue ocean strategies to solve SMEs' subcontractor problems. 
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 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Background 
 

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) tend to work under large companies instead 

of competing with them. This phenomenon brings many problems, including lack of 

cooperation, limited trust, and ineffective communication, leading to an adversarial 

relationship among all these project stakeholders. Project delays, difficulty resolving 

claims, cost overruns, litigation, and project quality compromise are all possible outcomes 

of a negative relationship. According to Al-Hammad (1993), poor quality construction 

work, scheduling conflicts, change orders, and delays in progress payments are all 

common issues that impede the execution and completion of construction projects. 

(Enshassi, Arain, and Tayeh, 2012) 

Moreover, Min K. & Park S. (2013) found that subcontractor employees were significantly 

more likely to experience health problems than those at parent firms. Job aspects (i.e., 

working duration, unionization, job insecurity, job stress, job satisfaction, knowledge of 

health and safety risks, and perception of health or safety risks at work) and working 

environment risks could be blamed for the adverse health effects of subcontracting 

(physical, chemical, biological, ergonomics, and emotional risks). (Min and Park, 2013) 

Automation and robotics innovations could play a significant role in solving small and 

medium entrepreneurs’ subcontracting issues. Latest automation technologies could 

increase safety, efficiency, and quality of the work while reducing the lack of cooperation, 

project delays, and cost overruns. Industrial robots have a long history in the 

manufacturing industry, where they are used in primarily static settings and in large 

numbers to perform tasks quickly, consistently, and correctly. Any company which starts 

to benefit from the automation and robotic innovations earlier than its competitors could 

create a blue ocean strategy while resolving subcontracting problems.  
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 In order to be successful in the market, businesses should stop obsessing over their 

competitors, according to Renée Mauborgne and W. Chan Kim's Blue Ocean Strategy. 

Focusing on the rivalry leads to wide-ranging benchmarking and fast imitation among 

competitors, resulting in market commoditization and increased head-to-head 

competition. The authors used the metaphor of a Red Ocean to describe this kind of 

market, inducing the idea of a shark invasion, the possibility of somebody being hurt, and 

the seawaters turning red with blood. (W Chan Kim & Mauborgne, 2004) 

 

Fig.1. Comparison between Blue Ocean Strategy & Red Ocean Strategy (Source: Blue Ocean Strategy) 

The Blue Ocean Strategy approach's greatest strength is its capability to modify mindsets 

and truly inspire managers to see that innovation is desired and achievable. Change 

starts from the top, and once leaders acknowledge innovation as the engine of an 

organization's continued success and something doable and tangible, they will begin to 

build an authentic innovation culture that will spread throughout the business. (Pancheva, 

2020) 

Specifically, any company may create a blue ocean approach for pipeline coating in the 

oil and gas industry while addressing the problems of SMEs with global reach. In recent 

years, robotics has become more prevalent in the onshore and offshore oil and gas 

industries. However, there haven't been enough advancements in the coating and 

painting sector in heavy industry for automation to be a game-changer. 
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 The number of studies on the growth of efficiency, productivity, and safety in the oil and 

gas sector is growing. Furthermore, the condition of the oil and gas sector recommends 

expanding the use of industrial robots to enhance safety and efficiency while decreasing 

environmental impact. Repairs performed by remotely controlled automation robots, 

inspection, and maintenance could enable new developments in areas that working in 

this environment is difficult or dangerous for humans. (Heyer, 2010) 

With the progress of time, simple fossil fuel supplies are dwindling, and freshly discovered 

reservoirs are mainly found in harsh climatic conditions such as deep oceans, arctic zone, 

and scorching deserts in order to meet global demand. The extraction of fossil-based 

fuels in such hostile environments presents significant risks to human health, safety, and 

the environment. 

Furthermore, the cost-cutting efforts in oil and gas firms are being countered by the 

growing cost of employee salaries and perks such as health care. Retraining costs are 

also increased by significant staff turnover. As a result, the oil and gas companies are on 

the lookout for new technology that can help them save money on labour. Safety is also 

a significant concern in the oil and gas industry. Inspection, maintenance, and repair using 

robotics might substantially enhance safety and efficiency. 

Although robotic applications have been used in the oil and gas sector for decades, few 

studies have been applied to coating and painting operations in heavy industry. Painting 

robots have been used for cars, planes, engines, household goods, and many other 

industries, but not in the oil and gas, especially pipelines.  

Even though renewable energy sources take an increasing share, the forecasts show that 

oil and gas still will be the world’s primary energy supply in 2050. It is reasonable to 

assume that the oil and gas industry's big fish will be affected by this forecast, such as 

British Petrol, Shell, Chevron, and Gazprom will continue to construct new refiners all 

around the world. Moreover, obtaining oil and gas from resources will become more 

challenging, expensive and dangerous. (Teknos, 2013) 
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 Automation technologies could play an essential role in increasing safety, efficiency and 

quality in oil and gas industries as well. Especially, robotic applications could be a game-

changer for small and medium-scale companies who are struggling with subcontracting 

issues. Today, there are many problems with subcontracting topics such as money loss, 

time delays, poor quality and safety. 

The best method to maintain a range of surfaces safe is to use industrial coatings because 

they keep corrosion away. Another concern that frequently arises in industrial applications 

is rust or other corrosive debris. Materials that are tough enough to create equipment are 

also prone to corroding over time. Metal corrosion is a significant problem for the 

materials. This natural occurrence generates substantial financial losses in various 

industries and necessitates intensive measures to mitigate its effects. As a result, there 

is a need to develop a method for manufacturing and applying intelligent/innovative 

coatings that are both efficient and cost-effective to reduce corrosion. The painting 

industry is highly profitable during the low risky sector. Because there is not high 

competition in this area, there are lots of opportunities. On the other hand, SMEs cannot 

get enough profits while working in extreme conditions, under high demands and high 

required experiences. 

Intelligent manufacturers understand the benefits of coatings manufacturers' products, 

and they're constantly searching for new ways to employ them to improve the longevity 

of their goods and the value they bring to their customers. The automation solutions have 

the potential of filling the gap of SMEs’ requirements. 

Nonetheless, skilled labour remains scarce, despite the current high unemployment rate. 

Quality and profitability often suffer when businesses rush to train workers or increase 

throughput. While demand may be slow at times, many of these businesses have 

struggled to stay afloat or have seen finishing operations as a production bottleneck, both 

of which are issues in the industrial coatings industry. 

Before the financial crisis, manufacturers' unit labour costs had been on an extended 

upward trend, indicating that finding skilled labour was becoming increasingly difficult. 
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 While adding more operators and training them would help applicators make up some of 

the shortfalls, their productivity and quality of work would still fall short of what they require 

to meet their current needs. 

In this context, neither coaters nor coatings producers must agree on the most significant 

challenge they face in more effectively applying coatings and reaping the benefits of 

attracting and retaining qualified employees. Robotic applications appear to be the way 

to go when human labour concerns are going to endure for the foreseeable future. 

1.2. Research questions 

The study's primary goal is to better understand the capability of automation and robotic 

technologies when solving small and medium enterprises' subcontract issues, especially 

in the painting industry—intensely understanding the subcontractor problems and finding 

solutions with the help of innovations in automation. The thesis aims first to identify how 

the issues of SMEs’ subcontractors are discovered and identified. Interviews with 

subcontractors are used to supplement existing problems which have been researched 

in the literature. Secondly, it will be investigated under what conditions robotic 

developments can solve the problems of subcontractors. Lastly, the research looks into 

possibilities and approaches to comprehending how any company in the coating industry 

benefit from the latest innovations to create a blue ocean strategy to get the highest profit 

while reducing health, money, and time problems in subcontracting. As a result, the 

following research questions will be addressed in the thesis: 
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 Research question 1: What are the subcontractor problems in the oil and gas industry, 

especially in the coating industry? 

Research question 2: How the developments in the robotics industry help to deal with 

SMEs’ subcontracting issues? 

Research question 3: In what situations and to what extent can any company create a 

blue ocean strategy while using the latest automation and robotic technologies in the 

painting industry?  

1.3. The aims of the thesis 
 

The research goal is to increase knowledge regarding construction subcontractors' 

business development in consideration of innovation in automation technologies. With the 

outcome of this paper, the subcontracting issues and their reasons would be more 

understandable and better globalization strategies would be developed with using those 

problems. 

Demands for an additional share of industrialization increase as the world's population 

grows, resulting in increased demands for natural resources. Small and medium scale 

entrepreneurs may use the latest innovations to get practical strategies on globalization. 

Automation technologies could play an essential role in increasing safety, efficiency and 

quality in oil and gas industries as well. Especially, robotic applications could be a game-

changer for small and medium-scale companies who are struggling with subcontracting 

issues. Today, there are many problems with subcontracting topics such as money loss, 

time delays, poor quality and safety. By using the latest innovations in automation, those 

problems could be solved partially or fully. 

While creating a better understanding of the subcontracting issues on the current system, 

Sogucak construction will be the experimental object of this paper. With the outcome of 

this paper, the company would have the opportunity to understand the capabilities of the 

latest innovations on automation and be capable of using them in their business plans. 
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 When the thesis is finished, the accomplishment will be an idea, a business path, a 

solution and an approach for SME developments. 

1.4. Research methods 
 

After the literature check, the studies will be conducted through the use of database 

analysis and estimations of innovation in technologies. Moreover, surveys from 

subcontractors about their issues, related case studies, and mathematical modelling will 

be used as methods. 

There are not enough researches and literature reviews about this topic so far. Generally, 

the papers are related to general automation innovation in construction but not specifically 

to coating. Moreover, any of the research can look from the business perspective to the 

innovations in subcontracting.  

In order to reduce the target audience to a particular section, SMEs in the coating industry, 

subcontracting issues of the current system, and safety regulations will be determined as 

research boundaries. Also, the successful business and globalization strategies of SMEs’ 

would help to set the limits. 

The surveys, case studies, the mathematical modellings will be used as methods. While 

estimating the mathematical modellings, the calculations will be made by comparing 

current labour costs and the instalments of robotics applications. Moreover, estimations 

in robotic and coating technologies will be considered as auxiliary data for this thesis. 

The survey questions will be about the current problems of subcontractors and their 

solutions. In light of the surveys, the subcontracting system's main issues will be specified 

and given an opportunity to develop a solution with a research study. After clarifying the 

problems in the current subcontracting system, the experimental company’s business 

path would be estimated with a better understanding. A group of engineers and managers 

working in seven international construction companies that served as the main contractor 

and/or subcontractor will be selected as survey experts for the survey.  
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 Predictive analysis will be used with quantitative and qualitative analysis. While using the 

previous and collected data, our aim was also to predict future opportunities that 

companies can use and profit from it. 

1.5. The structure of the thesis 

The study aimed to increase knowledge on the subcontractor problems in the oil and gas 

industry, especially painting works, and how vital the robotic applications are for the 

subcontractor problems. The thesis' structure is organized around the logic of the defined 

research questions. The literature review was not enough to structure the study that the 

interviews of engineers and projects managers are used to determine the current 

subcontractor problems. After issues are detected in the oil and gas industry 

subcontractors, especially the coating subcontractors, the market analyses are 

researched to demonstrate their importance and impact on the global market, also, the 

market analyses are essential to understand the competitors in the market and their 

business models to compete with the blue ocean strategy. Lately, the existing technology 

of painting systems has been observed and developed with robotic applications. The last 

section provides the author's recommendations for future research, which are based on 

the study's scope and limitations, as well as its findings. 
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 Table 1. Structure of the thesis 

Part Chapter Purpose 
Introduction I Thesis goals are defined, and 

an introduction to the subject 
is given. 

Subcontractors in the Oil and 
Gas Industry 

II Understanding the 
subcontractor problems with 
the literature review and 
interview and the analyses of 
the experimental company in 
this chapter. On the 
subcontractor problems part, 
the robotic solutions are 
mentioned briefly in this 
chapter as well. 

Market Analysis III The reasons for subcontractor 
problems need to be solved 
and the importance of the 
subcontractor with market 
analysis. Evidence of how 
convenient the blue ocean 
strategy for an industrial 
coating works and the 
domino effect that can be 
created in the industry with it. 

Business Model IV  The existing painting and 
robotic technologies in the oil 
and gas industry. Solutions 
suggestions to the 
subcontractor problems with 
the latest automation 
inventions. The calculations 
of comparison between 
traditional and automation 
painting works with 
discovery-driven parts are 
also under this part. 

Discussion and Conclusion V Evaluate the results and the 
final data, discussion of the 
thesis obligations. 
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 2. SUBCONTRACTORS IN THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY 

A subcontractor is someone contracted by someone other than the owner to offer labour 

or services on a building project. Subcontracting is the process of assigning or 

outsourcing some or all the duties and responsibilities of a contractor's to a third party 

subcontractor. Subcontracting is especially common in areas where complex projects are 

standard, such as construction and information technology. Subcontractors are hired by 

the general contractor of the project, who continues to have overall responsibility for the 

completion and execution of the project within specified constraints and timelines. (Hayes, 

2021) 

Subcontracting is the process of hiring an outside firm or person to complete certain parts 

of a project or contract. In many cases, one company employs another company to 

complete a task that it cannot achieve on its own. A general contractor in the building 

industry generally unites many subcontractors that specialize in specific crafts. 

According to Fukunari (2002), purchasing a component of a product or process from an 

independent firm is referred to as subcontracting. Kawasaki (1998, p. 38) defines a 

subcontracting relationship as “a contractual relationship in which a large firm asks a 

small firm to conduct a commissioned work (producing parts, components, or finished 

products) under a dominant position.” 

Subcontracting becomes more valuable when a project's required competencies are so 

diverse that a single contractor cannot handle it all. In these situations, subcontracting 

project elements that are not part of the contractor's core capabilities could help reduce 

total project risk while lowering expenses. 
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Fig. 2. The subcontractor chain (Source: Levelset) 

Everyone is entangled in an intricate payment and security rights flow, from the owner 

(sometimes customer) and General Contractor to the sub-suppliers. (see Fig. 2) Typically, 

a prime or general contractor is a separate legal entity. To put it another way, the 

contractor is a business that must safeguard its interests. Each party on a construction 

project must look out for themselves when it comes to payment. At the same time, 

everyone must work together to complete their tasks and be paid. (Benarroche, 2019) 
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 Some responsibilities are assumed by the general contractor in accordance with the 

contract. He must ensure that the object is ready for subcontractor work, provide copies 

of technical documentation to the subcontractor, and keep him informed of any changes 

to the documentation. The general contractor must also allow the subcontractor to use 

the building site's main electrical board. However, all necessary electrical network 

assembly work is done on the subcontractor's dime, and the costs of electrical energy 

used by the subcontractor in his office are not reimbursed. It is necessary to provide space 

for the subcontractor's office and other facilities. The construction site's water supply unit 

can also be used. 

Subcontractors are typically used to complete construction work, while the contractor is 

responsible for the overall planning, safety key, quality control supervision and safety. 

Besides meeting the job on time and budget, a subcontractor's goals and objectives 

should be understood to include: winning enough contracts to keep going, improving 

technology and skill base, and securing financial returns. (Golenkin, 2010) 

Generally, according to the terms of the construction subcontract, the subcontractor must 

build perform other construction work or a specific object according to the main 

contractor's wishes within the contract period, and the main contractor agrees to create 

the conditions for, accept the outcome, the subcontractor to complete the work, and pay 

the agreed-upon price 

Generally, the general contractor serves as the client, and the subcontractor serves as 

the general contractor. The contract is written in the same format as the general 

contractor's contract with the client. The relationship between a general contractor and a 

subcontractor is governed by both mandatory legal rules and mutually agreed-upon 

guidelines and regulations. 

It brings together multiple individuals from the start of a project to address all aspects of 

the project. It also allows all participants to accumulate average shared knowledge and 

information in order to anticipate constructability and mitigate downstream risks, 

operability, and maintainability expectations  (Zidane et al., 1994). 
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Fig. 3. The construction industry vs the oil and gas industry 

On the other hand, the construction industry is tremendously fractured( suppliers, clients, 

contractors, consultants, subcontractors, users, etc.). Most of the time, the 

owner/client/sponsor is not technically in the industry; they develop construction 

documents with the help of consultants, which they then use to invite bids from qualified 

contractors, with the lowest bidder receiving the contract. Contract and agreement types 

cause contractors to arrive late to the project, resulting in process interruptions and less 

integration between organizations. (Muspratt, 1988): Subcontractors and suppliers are 

treated similarly; in most cases, the contractor completes part of the work while 

subcontracting the remainder to subcontractors. As a result, participants share less 

information and knowledge on average (See Figure 3). The average cumulative shared 

needed information and expertise reduces each time whenever other organizations are 

involved. (subcontractors, contractors, etc.). (Zidane et al., 1994) 

The subcontractor's primary responsibility is to complete all work specified in the contract 

within the specified time frame. The contract specifies the timing and order in which the 
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 work must be completed. Delays incurred as a result of the general contractor's actions 

(e.g., transmission delays at the job site) are reasons for delaying the start of the project. 

Weather conditions may also be a factor in rescheduling if the appropriate organization 

demonstrates the impossibility of completing work in such conditions. The subcontractor 

would work three shifts or, if necessary, day and night to stay on track. 

The subcontractor must develop and adhere to a work implementation plan before 

beginning work. A technical engineer must lead the brigades tasked with repairing the 

object. The work must be carried out in accordance with the project and working drawings. 

During the acceptance process or the guarantee period, the technical engineer must 

resolve any defects or flaws discovered at their expense. 

Subcontracting is used for a variety of reasons. The primary reason for subcontracting is 

that most main contractors cannot afford to hire skilled workers full-time in all of the 

specialized trades required to complete construction projects. Furthermore, because 

specialized plants and equipment are rarely used on a typical project, companies are 

unable to own, operate, control, or maintain them (John 1991). Subcontractors are able 

to complete their particular work tasks more efficiently and at a cheaper rate than prime 

contractors because of their unique abilities. (Lin 2003). (Choudhry and Hinze 2012) 

A subcontract lifecycle can be used to identify subcontract management. (See Fig. 4) 

Compliance will be aided by understanding the certain tasks involved in supervision the 

subcontract, as well as the responsibilities and requirements assigned at every stage of 

the lifecycle. In order to succeed, it is critical to understand the specific tasks and 

responsibilities within the organization. (BakerTilly, 2015) 
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Fig. 4: Effective Subcontract Management According to Baker Tilly (Source: Bakertilly) 

According to Richard Olsson (1998), many major contractors in Sweden have had issues 

with subcontractor boundaries, collaboration, communication, having an excessive 

number of employees in the incorrect location at the wrong time, and a lack of focus on 

the testing phase. Later on, as a means of resolving issues, they began to use a specific 

subcontract coordinator. (Olsson, 1998) 

However, the subcontractor issues could not be sufficiently mitigated, neither by a special 

subcontractor coordinator nor by any other tool, yet that a better solution is needed to 

reduce them significantly. Latest developments in automation technology may have the 

power to answer. 
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 2.1 Possible problems with subcontractors  

According to EIM Business & Policy Research and Ikei Research and Consultancy report 

(2009), the major issues and challenges that SME subcontractors face with:  

• The existing power imbalances in the subcontracting relationship between the 

client and the supplier 

• Too much dependency on the main contractor(s) 

• Inability to maintain or grow as a successful subcontractor due to a lack of financial 

and human capital resources 

• Developing process innovations and new products in order to meet the main 

contractor's needs 

• Competition with low-cost countries is challenging 

• Payments that are not on time 

The EU reports for SMEs actually summarize the current subcontractor problems, 

however, there are more things to be a concern. An inexperienced workforce, a lack of 

management skills and financial strength are all factors that contribute to a 

subcontractor's failure. When a subcontractor starts to fail, the contractor must either fire 

them or put in a lot of effort and support. As a result, costs are rising and schedules are 

falling behind. Contract administration, poor work execution, and technical capability are 

all major causes of failure. Neglect, fraud, and disaster are the categories that contribute 

the least to failures. Subcontractors, on the other hand, are frequently subjected to a lack 

of inadequate supervision. As a result, revisions are necessary, and general performance 

is slowed. (EIM Business & Policy Research and Ikei Research and Consultancy, 2009) 

Another area where there are procedural differences is the handling of nonconformities 

in terms of safety and quality. Contractors must also perform safety, planning/ schedule, 

and quality control for low bidders, while the main contractor maintains general quality 

besides safety at the construction place. A subcontractor's productivity suffers as a result 

of slow job progress and/or a late start. If the work is not completed in the proper order, 

the subcontractor will be unable to handle the situation due to labour and financial 
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 constraints. Several factors contribute to this situation, including late delivery of drawings 

and materials, early mobilization to a job site, changes in work schedule resulting from 

quantity changes, other work progress and quantity changes, and et cetera. The main 

contractor is typically under pressure to open the site according to the master schedule, 

so taking a realistic and optimal approach is essential. 

The parties involved in the construction project's representatives are crucial to successful 

construction management. Human factors, in addition to the effective application of 

construction management concepts and tools, have a major impact on the processes of 

any construction management project. 

 

Fig. 5: The Payment Chain and Money Loss 

There is a significant difficulty with subcontracting in every industry, which is money loss 

due to commissioning. The money loss problem is one of the most critical issues that 

needs to solve for any company, not just for subcontractors. (See Fig.5) The 

subcontractors for the painting works can be seen. When a contractor hires a 

subcontractor, the contractor company loses from its profit as much as the amount they 

deal with. The amount of the agreement may vary and depends on the job. For example, 

suppose the final profit of the contractor company would be a million dollars. In that case, 

the contractor company can subcontract the job for the maximum amount of a million 
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 dollars, with zero profit. Those kind of agreements are rare but still exists. Sometimes, 

the companies who would like to show themselves in the industry and make an 

advertisement could work for zero profit or with a low-profit range.  

About the problem, the first subcontractor company could also hire another subcontractor 

to make the job done, and then the second subcontractor company could hire the third 

company. These phenomena could continue until the last subcontractor has the most 

minor profit and cannot hire another subcontractor. Generally, the top three 

subcontractors are large companies, and from the fourth or fifth, companies start to be 

small and medium entrepreneurs. The problem is, maybe the latest subcontractor 

company, subcontractor X for fig. 5, would earn less than the commission amount of the 

first subcontractor (n times commission) takes from the main contractor.  

One more problem on this table is the payment days. Because every company has 

different paydays, payments are consistently late, especially at the oil and gas company. 

Generally, payments happen after the inspections, and inspections are actually sales of 

the construction industry. 

 

Fig.6 Coating layers on Pipelines (Source: Coatingsworld ) 

For example, in the coating sector for pipelines, after every coating layer (See Fig. 6), the 

inspector came to check the quality of the job, if the inspector approves the quality, then 
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 the inspections are finalized. However, the payment is only made after the final inspection 

in many construction projects. The subcontractor company is not able to get the payment 

until the painting process is finalised, which can take a long time for the beginning of the 

jobs. To minimize the payment problems, SME subcontractors generally take advance 

budget from their primary constructors to start mobilization and working process. The 

advance budget is the money that is a loan from future payments from the contractor 

company. 

Moreover, the workers could be hard to work with. Especially, SMEs do not have plenty 

options and instead of hiring an expensive professional, they tend to hire less qualified 

and unprofessional employees. Because of this, the workers in the oil and gas industry in 

developing countries are generally hard to manage and deal with. Many times, it has been 

discussed that unprofessional employees create problems when they do not receive their 

salaries on time. 

On the fuel storage end of the oil and gas chain, tank owners are looking for longer-

performing lining materials to help reduce operating costs. In figure 5, the coating layers 

on the pipelines can be seen. In oil and gas, the thicker compositions and higher operating 

temperature requirements of today’s extracted materials require a thoughtful approach to 

ensuring pipeline integrity with an array of protective coating solutions. This includes high-

performance coatings for drill pipe interiors, anti-corrosion and abrasion-resistant 

coatings that can withstand higher operating temperatures for pipeline exteriors, and 

chemical-resistant lining materials that can effectively protect steel storage tanks from 

corrosion for decades. 

However, if the quality of the work by painters is not enough, then the coating layers 

cannot protect pipes from corrosion, not even for a year. Moreover, if the quality is not 

enough to pass the inspection period, the lines need to paint again until the inspection is 

done. It means that the company will lose painting material for nothing, and also the time. 

As mentioned before, the payments are generally related to inspections, so that the 

company could lose much time accessing the cost. It could cause so much trouble for the 

company in the oil and gas industry in the long run. 
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 The robotic applications assist in increasing the quality of the painting works while making 

the process quicker and better. When the quality is improved, it does not help only for 

inspection, it also helps to get further jobs from different projects and make its own 

advertisement.  

With the latest developments in robotic, robotics are becoming more intelligent, as well. 

Whereas primary robots only were able to follow the same path and nothing else, which 

is no longer the case. Later generations started to use vision systems or lasers to detect 

the direction of the path and orientation of materials and parts; nowadays, robots are able 

to combine data from multiple sensors and adapt their actions in real-time. They can, for 

instance, use spectral analysis to check the quality of the paint as it is being 

manufactured, drastically reducing the amount of post-manufacture inspection required. 

Human factors, however, have a significant effect on any construction management 

endeavour, mainly in the oil and gas industry. Many workplace responsibilities in the oil 

and gas industry still rely on human factors and their abilities, knowledge, and experience. 

It is a costly process to determine the best-fit employees, convince them to work with you 

at the inhospitable places and, if needed, train them for different projects. It should be not 

forgotten that the visa expenses, the insurance, and the tax policies are also vitally crucial 

while determining the profit and suitability of the project for any company before signing 

the contacts. 

The automation technologies could reduce unnecessary workforce maintenance costs 

(primarily due to employee attrition and redundant training expenses) and re-direct the 

workforce to jobs where individuals thrive in the oil and gas industry. Businesses rely on 

technology to figure out how much money they make, and reducing the labour costs could 

increase their profit in the short and long run. 

Health and safety 

The oil and gas industry faces various dangers that threaten its business continuity, 

ranging from hurricanes to process safety incidents, supply chain disruptions to violent 

conflicts. A global pandemic, one of these possible threats, will become a reality in 2020. 
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 The COVID-19 pandemic has wreaked havoc on the global economy and the oil and gas 

industry, with employees suffering natural health and operational consequences. The 

industry relies on a globally mobile workforce that frequently spends long periods of time 

living in close quarters on offshore platforms, vessels, and onshore camps, raising the 

risk of a pandemic disrupting operations. 

Due to its scope, economic consequences and duration, a pandemic's impact on a 

business is unique. Nonetheless, the individual components of the problem are already 

present in most companies. Issues such as downsizing to motivating a strained workforce 

or from dealing with patients to supply chains. (Ipieca, 2021) 

Furthermore, the coating industry has already been exposed to a great deal of danger 

resulting from painting operations. Paints, printing inks, varnishes, stains, lacquers, and 

other coatings/paintings are all included in the paints and coatings category. Paint and 

coating manufacturers use a wide range of volatile solvents, including aliphatic and 

aromatic hydrocarbons, alcohols, and ketones, which account for more than 30% of most 

paints. (Hassan, 2013) 

If robotic applications had been used before the COVID-19 outbreak or other prospective 

pandemics began, they may have reduced the epidemic's impact or other possible 

pandemics. It demonstrates how robotics may assist with health and environmental 

issues, as well as indirect management issues. Moreover, robotic technologies could 

reduce the impact of hazardous painting chemicals on painters.  

Blue Ocean Strategy 

Automation technologies have the power to solve those problems. If the first or second 

uses the automation technologies, they may not need to hire anyone as a subcontractor, 

that one of the most important subcontractor problems could disappear. However, it could 

be the end of the subcontracting term as well.  

While solving the biggest problem, robotic automation could help to create a blue ocean 

strategy. If any company starts using robotic automation before other companies in the 
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 same sector, it can offer faster, cheaper and more profitable services than other 

companies. Without depending on the company size, any company could deal with the 

largest companies and compute with them because of the robotic automation. (See 

Chapter 3.3 about Blue Ocean Strategy) 

2.3. Questionnaire for determining subcontractor problems 

A questionnaire is a research tool that consists of a series of questions and other prompts 

used to collect information from respondents. (Kabir, 2016) The questionnaire was 

chosen as the study instrument for obtaining data for statistical analysis because the 

responses can be compared to historical data to see how respondents' preferences and 

experiences have changed. When the target audience is asked the same set of questions, 

prejudice is less likely to creep in. Logic is applied to questions based on the respondents' 

responses, and collecting large amounts of data with a survey questionnaire takes less 

time. (Questionpro, 2021) 

The survey questions are confined to SMEs in the coatings industry, current system 

subcontracting problems, safety requirements, and management concerns to target a 

specific population segment. Boundaries can also be set by successful SMEs' 

commercial and globalization ambitions. 

The poll questions focused on existing management issues of subcontractors in the oil 

and gas industry and potential remedies. The significant issues of the system will be 

identified as a result of the surveys, allowing a research study to be conducted to find a 

solution. With more excellent knowledge of the general subcontractors' problems, the 

capabilities and potential of robotic applications on solutions may be estimated. 

The survey was conducted with seven engineers and three managers as survey experts. 

Survey experts have been working on major oil and gas industry projects around the world 

at main contractors or subcontractors in seven different multinational construction 

companies (Socar, Technicas Reunidas, Soğucak, İLK İnşaat, Tekfen, KLM and Ekon). 

The survey response rate is 90%. It is higher than the usual rate because all participants 

are personally invited with unique invitations to the interviews. 
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 Here are the survey questions and the answers: 

1. Do you believe that developments in robotic applications will provide better 

conditions in general management in the long run? 

 

2. How satisfied are you with the current subcontracting system in the oil & gas 

industry? 
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 3. When people get involved to solve subcontracting problems, how often do you 

trust they make things better? 

 

4. Do you think the government should spend more on robotics application 

developments? 

5. Do you think universities should do more studies on robotic applications to develop 

more solutions for the subcontracting issues? 
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 6. How likely do you to purchase a more expensive product that may be more 

profitable in the long run? 

 
7. If you could change one thing about the current system, what would it be? (You 

can select more than one option) 

 
Because multiple answers per participant are possible, the total percentage may exceed 100%. 
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  8. Do you believe that more automation in the oil and gas industry can be an 

important part of the solution of sub-construction issues? (Such as money loss, 

payment chain, paycheck, documentation problems, time management, etc) 

 
 

9. Do you believe that more applications of robotics in the oil and gas industry could 

reduce the risks of injuries and health problems? 
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 10. Why do you think that large construction companies do not involve using portable 

automation plants in refineries? 

 Because multiple answers per participant are possible, the total percentage may exceed 
100%. 

 
11. In what ways, the automation and robotic developments could be accelerated at 

oil and gas industry refiners? (You can select more than one) 
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Because multiple answers per participant are possible, the total percentage may exceed 
100%. 

 
12.  Do you agree that government regulations must be flexible for robotic applications 

and easier to invest on them? 

 
13. Do you believe that politics affect the constructions negatively in general? 
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14. Do you believe that more applications of robotics in the oil and gas industry could 

deal with the shortage of skilled workers? 

 
 

15. Do you agree that robotic applications will reduce the mobilization issues in heavy 

industries? 
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16. Do you believe that more applications of robotics in the oil and gas industry will 

help to reduce the manufacturing time? 

 
17. Do you believe that more applications of robotics in the oil and gas industry would 

increase the quality of the final product? 
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 The results show that many people believe that the current management strategies on 

subcontracting are not satisfied enough. The robotic applications could play an important 

role in creating a better environment to solve the general problems of subcontractors. 

From question one, question eight, question ninth, question fourteen, question fifteen, 

question sixteen, and question seventeen, it can be predicted that engineers and 

managers believe that automation innovation in the oil and gas industry can make a big 

difference in a positive way. They believe that the robotic application could reduce 

employees' health issues, management problems related to money and time. Participants 

of the survey also believe that the quality of the final product could increase with robotic 

technologies. 

It is also observed that even though the vast major of people think the robotic applications 

could create a better environment for management, they are also satisfied with the current 

situation of the subcontracting. That can be the reason of why the automation systems 

do not use in heavy industries.  

Moreover, the great majority think that the political movements of countries generally 

harm constructions in the world. It is known that the political movements and changes 

could substantially affect oil and gas industry constructions. 

It can also be estimated from the tenth question that the companies are actually aware of 

the potential of the robotic innovations, however, they do not have enough investment 

power or courage to take this risk to get more profit in the long term.  

There is also an actual result from the sixth question that people say that they would 

prefer to get more significant effects in the long term than getting fewer results in the short 

term. It could be observed that the engineers and managers in large companies generally 

think about the short term because they do not estimate the future in high per cent.  

Questionnaires do not allow the researcher to follow up on ideas or explain concerns, 

which is one of the primary advantages of interviews. In order to acquire the most amount 
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 of accurate and relevant data, all parts of the questionnaire must be considered, from 

design to selecting the proper target population. 

2.4 Analysis of the subcontractor company 

The major learning objectives of this industrial part are to get a better understanding of 

the examined corporation as well as to evaluate the company's rationale, methods, 

strategies, market selection, and entry technique in relation to international operations. 

The company which is selected as an experimental object for this paper is Sogucak 

Construction Company. With the outcome of this paper, the company would have the 

opportunity to understand the latest innovations on automation, clarify current system 

problems of subcontracting, and be capable of using those data in their globalization 

business path. 

The estimated company takes place in heavy industry, mainly in the oil and gas industry, 

with coating-painting and insulation works. Sogucak Construction was founded in 2015 in 

the city of İzmir, Turkey. Its first contract was signed as being a subcontractor of İlk İnşaat 

at Socar Aegean Turkish Refinery (STAR Refinery). From the beginning, Sogucak has 

been using its experienced and talented staff in the most efficient way with the knowledge 

and experience it has gained in various refineries, power plants, cement factories, gas-

oil fields and platforms, petrochemical plants, iron and steel factories, and industrial 

facilities. Currently, Sogucak is active in steel construction, steel assembly, scraper, 

painting – coating, and insulation works. 

To be able to work as a coating and insulation company, there are obligations to fulfil for 

the specialist at the company and equipment. The certificates and licenses to take before 

and during the construction, special equipment for inspection and their certifications, well-

developed employees who are responsible for the workshop, the job is done, and quality 

control. 
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 The Russian branch of Sogucak was founded in Kazan in 2018 to work on Amur Gas 

Processing Plant as a subcontractor of Yamata company. Sogucak also had an 

agreement with the Tatarstan government to construct a greenhouse in Mamadish 

District.  

Sogucak company benefit from their owner’s experiences while taking orders. On the 

other hand, there are many competitors in the field of the oil & gas business. Similar to 

Sogucak’s situation, the people who worked for the main contractor companies for long 

years establish their own companies, and they try to be subcontractors of main 

companies like Tekfen, Enka, or Renaissance.  

The competitors are mainly from Turkey, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Balkan and former 

Soviet countries. It can be easily seen that the competitors in subcontracting business 

are not from developed countries due to production cost being low in those countries. 

Moreover, it is easier to find technicians and workers instead of engineers for 

construction. European countries generally tend to have well-developed engineers, not a 

labour force, and the main construction comes into existence with low-level employees. 

The main painting & insulation competitors in Turkey are Centaş, İzofer, and Yamanlar. 

They are small-scale engineering companies that are trying to be subcontractors at big 

projects. Those company owners also worked in well-known companies for long years 

and then established their companies. The difference between Sogucak and them is that 

Sogucak was launched just in 2015. Their history starts from in the ’80s. Because the 

competitors of Sogucak have much more experience and the job is done than Sogucak, 

Sogucak struggles to get employment. This phenomenon is lead Sogucak to find a way 

to be unique and research innovations of automation technologies.  
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 For example, Sogucak worked in a city with no access to a well-developed hospital within 

a 2-hour drive in Amur Gas Processing Plant. The town where they were working was in 

the middle of nowhere in Siberia, which is usual of the oil and gas industry. The 

construction zone employs over 50,000 people except on national holidays, who work 

seven days a week, twenty-four hours a day. Employees are usually housed in a shared 

room with 8 to 10 other people. As a result, a pandemic could have disastrous 

consequences in such environments. 

Sogucak, who wants to take place in different projects in the future, pursues a born global 

internationalization approach because of:  

- The customers of Sogucak’s products are not societies, they are the 

engineering and oil companies. The chair members of Sogucak should not 

require to develop different market techniques due to other cultures because 

there are no differences in engineering.  

- There are only valid and false calculations in engineering, and estimates are 

not affected by cultural differences. Due to that, the sales of engineering 

products will be only related to the quality of products.  

- Sogucak’s market is the whole world, and their customers are global. Sogucak 

needs to be flexible and agile with innovations in technology. 

The disadvantages of the born global model for Sogucak could be the customers’ 

expectations, political or regulatory obstacles, and physical distance; initially, they need 

to survive with fewer skills and resources compared to more prominent companies. 

Construction requirements are generally the same for all activities, with some further 

requirements or considerations for pipelines and facilities discussed in those relevant 

chapters. This chapter is organized chronologically based on the phases of a construction 

project and outlines the procedures and requirements, specifically: 

Sogucak wants to be the leader on the market by converting its work labour to main robots 

and increasing efficiency even in the worst conditions. One of the company ideas is that 

instead of settling in the refinery, there would be a way to paint and insulate the products 
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 at the main workshop and transport the pipelines. However, since layer painting is very 

delicate and easily damaged, it can cause some problems with painting and insulation. 

That’s why the company wanted to have a portable automation plant that it can be easily 

transport whole around the world that, when there is a new job, they can subcontract it 

and finish the project in a short time with automation techniques. 

SWOT Analysis of Sogucak 

The strengths of Sogucak are; 

• Sogucak has a team that includes veteran and young engineers, masters, 

workers and other employees. They are capable of working and adapting to 

different conditions, can make right and fast decisions. Even Sogucak is a new 

company, because of its expert staff, Sogucak is not new. 

• Being a small subcontractor, Sogucak has more variety than the general 

constructor and already developed subcontractors. Sogucak can experience 

working in different industries if it is manageable for them. 

• By creating the Blue Ocean Strategy, Sogucak can lead the subcontractor 

industry for coating and insulation works. It would bring the reputation and 

income for making new investments for new ideas. 

The weakness of Sogucak are; 

• Being a new company, main companies hesitate to trust Sogucak. Because 

there are not many finished works by Sogucak, but only employees of Sogucak, 

prime constructors require more hypothec than usual. 

• There are so many companies like Sogucak in the market and many of them 

have more initial investment budget and stuff that they always fight for getting 

the new job from the highest construction company. 

• While working as a subcontractor, the projects are not permanent. 

Subcontractor companies always need to check for new jobs even they already 

have one because no one would ever know what will happen the next day. 
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 Sogucak needs to be careful about his career while getting a good reputation 

and not losing the job. 

• The concept of using automation systems in coating and insulation works 

requires a high budget. Although it is very profitable in the long run, Soğucak 

needs a large amount of money to realize this project. 

Opportunities: 

• Oil and gas industry constructions are generally not modernized, still using the 

old techniques, Sogucak can lead the whole insulation and coating industry by 

creating a blue ocean strategy with robotic and automation innovations. There 

is no equivalent company which tried to do this yet. 

• The legal regulations could help Sogucak to increase working conditions and 

make a safer working environment. Even governments can fund Sogucak for 

the improvements on Industry 4.0. 

• When Sogucak created the automation plants, the other subcontractor 

companies would struggle to find a job with old techniques and Sogucak can 

take their intended projects as well. 

• There is no certain market for Sogucak. They do not need to research markets 

before they are settled in to the country where they want to because their 

customers are engineering companies, and engineering industry, not service 

industry.  

Threats: 

• Sogucak can be failed because of the amount of the project.  

• The transportation of the robots and automation systems could cause 

problems. 

• If Sogucak cannot take patent of its products, leading companies can steal and 

improve them. In this scenario, Sogucak cannot find any other jobs or need to 

lower its profit. 
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 3. MARKET RESEARCH 
 
3.1. Market Growth 

The present pipe coatings market is projected to be USD 7.5 billion in 2021 and is 

estimated to reach USD 9.4 billion by 2026 at a CAGR of 4.7% during the prediction 

period. Coatings and paints are usually used to protect pipes from corrosion. Because 

layers need a substantial financial investment, they are chosen for their ability to endure 

harsh conditions and chemical resistance. Pipes are also coated with coatings that offer 

a longer lifespan and better protection. As a result, the primary companies in the pipe 

coatings market are focused mainly on developing the latest technical developments in 

current paints or combinations of new coatings that are cost-effective, applicable, and 

durable. (Marketsandmarkets, 2021) 

The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted every industry on the planet. The COVID-19 

pandemic has had a varying influence on the heavy industry members, including 

developers, owners, supply chain vendors, contractors and subcontractors. The impacts' 

nature and the consequences' scope are determined mainly by the locations of the 

respective businesses and projects.  Direct effects included a slowdown in the availability 

of goods and labour, as well as suspensions and, in some cases, termination of parties 

or entire projects. Depending on whether construction is classified as an essential 

business, construction activities in some states and cities are in flux. (Alert, 2020) 

Pipe coating factories were harmed in 2020 as a result of corporate closure laws, social 

distance norms, and reduced municipal and government actions. In 2020, Lower raw 

material output slowed trade movements. And supply chain disruptions have harmed the 

market. The pandemic had an impact on end-use sectors like glass, foundry, and 

ceramics and refractories. (Marketsandmarkets, 2021) 

Oil and gas consumption is projected to rise in the near future, according to market 

researches. Because of the significant depletion of energy and increased technological 

advancements, the need for oil and gas is growing. As a consequence, the pipeline 

market is predicted to be driven by the oil and gas industries, which will aid the growth of 
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 the pipe coatings market. Emerging economies are expected to expand their markets as 

well. As South America and APAC's rising economies become increasingly active in 

manufacturing, infrastructure in those areas is being modernized to ease commerce. 

(Reportlinker, 2012) 

According to a recent study, universal infrastructure investment in APAC is estimated to 

grow by 48 per cent by 2025. The infrastructure sector in APAC is projected to grow to 

USD 5.3 trillion by 2025. As a result, the pipeline market's expansion is a significant driver 

of the pipe coatings market. Additionally, the pipeline sector in South America is pushed 

by the need for oil and gas, which is propelling the pipe coatings industry ahead. 

(Marketsandmarkets, 2021) 

Furthermore, the impact of SME subcontractors on the market and the trading world is 

not to be underestimated. According to the EU report in 2009, Around 3.7 million SMEs 

in the European Union work as subcontractors, representing 17% of all SMEs in the EU. 

Most European SME subcontractors (90%) work with client businesses located in their 

own country. About 26% also have customers in other EU and EEA countries, while only 

11% work for customers in third countries. (EIM Business & Policy Research and Ikei 

Research and Consultancy, 2009) 

According to the EU report, there have been a number of trends in subcontracting since 

the mid-1990s. These trends include the increasing role of suppliers in value chains, the 

reduction in the number of direct suppliers and increased integration between suppliers, 

a growing trend towards internationalization and globalization of production chains, the 

increasing importance of subcontractors' geographic proximity to crucial subcontractors, 

and the increase in the use of e-vehicles in subcontracting and the increase in the 

pressure of the contractors on their subcontractors. (EIM Business & Policy Research 

and Ikei Research and Consultancy, 2009) 
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Oil and gas is the primary end-use sector for pipe coatings. The fast-growing oil and gas 

industry is driving the global market for pipe coatings. Additionally, enhanced corrosion 

resistance, abrasion resistance, and chemical resistance are anticipated to increase the 

request for layers. The substantial rise of the pipe coatings market in all regions can be 

attributed to the increasing use of pipe coatings in oil and gas, industrial and chemical 

processing, municipal water supply, among other end-use industries. 

3.2. Marketing Plan 

In 2019, the global coating market was worth $157.7 billion. Unfortunately, the COVID-

19 pandemic caused chaos with the expected demand in 2020, bringing it down to 

$118.3 billion. The market is expected to increase to over $158.6 billion by the end of 

2021, assuming that the pandemic will end by the fourth quarter of 2020. With the end 

of the pandemic, the market is expected to bounce back and reach over $203.8 billion 

by the end of 2026, with a five-year compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.1 per 

cent from 2021 to 2026 (Rajamar, 2020) 

Table 2. Global Market for Paints and Coatings, by Technology, Through 2026  

($ Millions) 

(Source: BCC Research)

 

After the interview results with the engineers and managers who work in the oil and gas 

sector, the necessity of automation technologies for painting is seen more clearly. Old 

school technologies are still used in the coating pipelines, and it causes lots of trouble for 

everyone. Contractors deal with low quality and late jobs done while sub-contractors get 
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 low profit in challenging working conditions. So that on the market plan, the thesis will aim 

to develop a system that the companies could reach automation solutions more 

accessible, faster, and even cheaper. 

The first step for the marketing plan was looking for companies that use automation 

technologies already in the pipeline coatings. However, no companies in the oil and gas 

industries use robotic technologies for coating pipelines. Even the most prominent 

companies tend not to use automation applications.  

For this research paper, some connections are made the get more information on the 

current market. After careful examination and long conservations with robotic companies( 

ABB, KUKA, etc.), there is a massive gap in painting automation in heavy industry. After 

the companies, for the market plan, already existing technologies are examined. Market 

research is conducted utilizing many platforms as part of the marketing strategy. Some 

companies, such as Kuka and ABB, are well-known for their robotic automation solutions. 

We remain in touch with them in order to learn more about the coatings business. Two 

questions are posed to those businesses: do you have any products that can be utilized 

or are capable of being used in pipeline coating, and if so, why are they not employed by 

heavy industries? Unfortunately, no firm responded to the second inquiry since they have 

no experience with pipeline coatings, and major corporations do not utilize them. The 

reason giant firms do not wish to employ robotic advancements in the heavy industry 

remains a significant mystery, were examined in detail previously. (See Chapter 2.3. 

Questionnaire for determining subcontractor problems) 

Although there are many developments in similar areas with the construction industry or 

in the interior painting and inspection of pipelines, there is not enough research on the 

exterior coating of the pipeline. 

As a result of the conservation with Kuka and ABB, it is decided that the technology 

management will be made by merging the existing technologies on automation processes 

and converting them to items that we can use in heavy industry as painting robotics. 

Converting the already existing technology would be cheaper and easier for creating 
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 technology. While lowering the research and development costs, it would also minimize 

the problems with maintenance, production and even repair costs. The fund of knowledge 

from the existing plants would be necessary to fix main and minor manufacturing and 

development issues. 

The primary goal is to develop a brand that will leverage current technology, such as large 

robotics manufacturers, to build robotic automation facilities for painting applications. 

When a new brand is introduced to a country for the first time, everyone recognizes it as 

a brand name. People would inquire if someone had a Selpak instead of tissue when the 

Selpak business began selling tissues in Turkey in the 1950s. This phenomenon is still 

going on today. The market strategy is to develop robotic technologies in the coating 

sector for large structures so that when a need for coating automation arises, the brand 

name is the first thing that comes to mind. 

3.3. Creating a market and value  

Value generation and capture processes that are well-designed enable organizations to 

gain a long-term competitive edge and are the foundation for financial success. The value 

network's architecture and geographical configuration are determined by the company's 

business model, which influences the rate of internationalization. Because born global 

enterprises have a significant international presence and frequently act as technology 

brokers in many network relationships they manage, it is logical to use a business model 

to study them. It's also crucial to understand where and how new foreign businesses add 

value by building and safeguarding their intangible assets. 

The focus of a born global company's business model is usually on specialized global 

markets, with one unique product occasionally offered. There's also evidence that 

emergent industries' structural qualities, such as short life cycles, dynamic nature, and 

global competence, encourage quick and early internationalization. Low information, 

adaptability, and transportation costs also encourage rapid international expansion. 

(Cavusgil and Knight, 2015)  
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 Companies in rapidly changing industries are constantly striving to meet the needs of 

their customers. Global markets are pressuring businesses to diversify their supply in 

order to meet rising client demands, resulting in fierce competition in the current 

industries. It is difficult for a company to grow at the same rate as its competitors in a 

competitive environment. As a result, new tactics are required to develop new competitive 

values and new markets and consumers. A form of approach that has been established 

is the Blue Ocean strategy. 

In terms of the modus component of the business model, born global organizations are 

focusing on product or service development, outsourcing procedures that are less 

significant owing to a lack of resources, and less essential outsourcing processes. It's 

critical to strike a balance between insourcing and outsourcing relationships. Partnerships 

and strategic alliances are common ways for SMEs to gain access to information and 

complementary resources or talents, allowing them to compete globally. Management 

experience in a particular industry and/or worldwide markets is usually the foundation for 

creating a company's value network. The internet and new communication technologies 

are critical in developing and coordinating global interactions and activities. 

One-of-a-kind technology has the potential to improve the industrial coatings market in 

the long run significantly. For starters, robots can operate at any time of day and retain 

the same speed, quality, and precision. It cannot be expected from any employee even if 

they are competent. Coating manufacturers can benefit from higher yields, reduced 

rework and, and greater combined profitability and productivity, meaning their absolute 

material needs could grow to meet any demand. Even higher results can be achieved if 

powder coating machines already recycle materials. (Ravensbergen, 2020) 

Furthermore, coaters save time by identifying a particular type of application to specific 

surfaces of faces and sides of components in certain ways consistent with existing 

manufacturing processes. It implies that higher-order routes of entry are frequently used 

by new businesses entering international markets. Industry factors also have a significant 

impact on whatever entry technique is chosen. These businesses have a solid worldwide 
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 focus and, from the start, do not limit themselves to local demand, instead of entering a 

large number of international markets.  

On the other hand, in the wrong hands, automation of globalization processes can destroy 

a company's entire cash flow; on the other hand, it can create a blue ocean in which a 

corporation can establish a monopoly. Small businesses in the painting industry would 

quickly vanish, while the number of new companies started would plummet. According to 

research, industries with a dynamic mix of large and small businesses generate new 

products and processes faster than industries with a few large corporations. So that 

governments could take some relegations in order to avoid corporate monopolies. 

(Holmberg & Mitchell, 2020) 

According to the results of this paper, creating a blue ocean with robotic applications is 

only possible and profitable in the long run. Suppose the company fails to pay enough 

instalments in order to make a quick profit. In that case, the income will be insufficient to 

fund robotic applications, and the company will continue to have management issues with 

subcontractors or employees. 
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 4. BUSINESS MODEL DEVELOPMENT FOR SMES IN THE OIL AND 

GAS INDUSTRY 

In this chapter, the thesis aims to give information about the latest technologies in the 

coating industry with the existing robotic developments and their promises. Moreover, 

analysis and estimations of robotic applications in the oil and gas industry, especially 

coating, will be researched. Technology management, financial planning and calculations 

of mechanical automation platforms and their comparison with current labour work would 

also be the subjects of this chapter in this research. While calculations are made, 

discovery-driven plan estimations are used as well. 

4.1. Existing Application in Coating Industry 

Paints are liquids or powdered chemicals applied in thin layers to a substrate using a 

painting method. When the paint dries, it hardens into a solid layer that adheres to the 

substrate. Anti-corrosion is the process of coating metal substrates using protective paint 

solutions. Corrosion protection paint is applied to metal substrates to protect them from 

air corrosivity, such as rust while maintaining the desired appearance and texture. 

(Teknos Oy, 2013) 

With enormous improvements in coating technology, there have been significant 

advancements since the early transportation of painting products in the past. The 

continuing exploration for oil and gas, as well as the various difficulties that must be 

addressed, guarantee that coating technology and applications evolve quickly. According 

to Lee (20), the use of "metallic" pipe for oil transportation is widely considered to have 

started soon after "Colonel" Edwin Drake dug the first commercial oil well in Titusville, 

Pennsylvania, in 1859. Since Mr. Drake's time, pipeline manufacturing has evolved 

significantly; as a result, significant improvements have been seen in corrosion control 

knowledge for pipeline maintenance and operations. (Wilson, 2020) 

Today's industry employs sophisticated computer systems and controls, as well as better 

pipe materials and corrosion-prevention methods, to manage corrosion. However, this 

was not always the case. As natural gas was found in the United States and a demand 
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 for it as a heating fuel grew in major cities, pipeline construction accelerated dramatically 

in the 1920s. Increased pipe production stimulated significant advancements in pipe 

manufacturing. Pipe manufacturing has increased significantly as a result of the drive to 

increase pipe output. (Trench & Kiefner, 2001) 

The acceptance examination of the completed coating cannot adequately assess the 

quality of corrosion protection paint. The quality of corrosion protection painting cannot 

be adequately judged solely on the acceptance examination of the final coating. As a 

result, the corrosion prevention painting method must be meticulously designed. 

Managing and monitoring all aspects impacting the coating outcome throughout the 

painting process is also critical. (Teknos Oy, 2013) 

According to the manufacturer's instructions, all painting work must be done 

professionally and in the application, conditions indicated in the technical datasheet. For 

coating the surface, different painting techniques can be employed, such as dipping, 

spraying brush application, flow coating, roller application, industrial roller coating, and 

industrial flow coating are the most known painting methods. (Wilson, 2020) 

Furthermore, liquid coatings like polyurethanes and epoxies, in addition to other forms of 

layers, were established and used as a coating or lining by some pipelines to enhance 

the flow characteristics of oil or natural gas passing through the channels, to improve 

pipeline durability, or to improve resistance to corrosion or mechanical damages 

associated with pipeline installations and operations. In addition to mainline coating, 

various girth weld coating or field joint technologies have been researched to improve the 

efficacy and effectiveness,  make field application easier. (Wilson, 2020) 

In order to handle industrial concerns, pipe coatings have had to change, as we all know, 

because pipeline performance depends on durability and integrity. Pipe coatings have 

had to evolve to address industrial difficulties as a result of climate extremes and more 

difficult operating conditions. Because pipeline coatings are crucial to a pipeline's long-

term function, choosing corrosion control systems is a big deal.  
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 In the early years of pipeline installation, bitumen and coal tar poured over the ditch were 

considered the first "field-applied" coatings across the whole pipeline, not just the field 

joints. These were excellent coatings for satisfying corrosion protection standards back 

then; nevertheless, we must remember that the majority of pipelines back then were 

small-bore, with far less demanding working conditions than the more challenging 

operating conditions of today. (Wilson, 2020) 

The most prevalent approach for corrosion prevention painting is airless spraying. Paint 

liquids split in airless spraying due to the significant pressure differential that delivers the 

fluid through a tiny nozzle aperture at high pressure. The paint mist produced is of 

exceptional quality, with a high rate of droplets impacting the surface. Paint may quickly 

enter corners and the pores at the bottom of the surface since there is no "airlock" to 

overcome.  

The nozzle size and pressure were employed to determine the volume of sprayed paint 

(l/min). The nozzle's split angle determines the breadth of the spray pattern. The nozzle 

orifice's diameter wears down and becomes larger with time, increasing the spit angle. 

The design nozzle diameters for items used in airless spraying are specified on the 

technical datasheets for paint products. (Teknos Oy, 2013) 

When spraying paint without thinning, nozzle pressure of 120–250 bar is commonly 

required. Too much pressure during spraying can increase the volume of spray dust and, 

as a result, the visual texture of the finish. To get a cost-effective output, employ as little 

pressure as possible. Using a good paint warmer as an auxiliary device can also help to 

reduce the operating pressure significantly. (Teknos Oy, 2013) 

Painting is a technique in which the quality of the end result, i.e. the coating finish, cannot 

be determined by visual inspection. As a result, rigorous corrosion protection work 

planning is required, as is supervision and control of all aspects that may affect the final 

coating throughout execution. Purchasers are increasingly requesting written or other 

permanent references and certificates, such as quality control and assurance information 

on the quality of the painting and all necessary criteria. (Teknos Oy, 2013) 
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 Innovation and the constant advancement of science and technology into new frontiers 

are critical to the paint and coatings industry's success. As a result, new technology 

adoption methods directly influence the performance of firms' performance in all areas of 

the paint and coatings value chain. (Challener, 2020) 

Several innovative coatings and application processes for both onshore and offshore 

pipeline applications have been developed in the last decade. The method incorporates 

the use of syntactic foams for thermal insulation as the demand to carry hydrocarbons 

into harsher terrains and deeper settings rises. Working temperatures of up to 150 

degrees Celsius and depths of up to 3,000 meters are already seen in five- or seven-layer 

PP syntactic systems. (Wilson, 2020) 

Depending on the project's water depth and thermal insulation requirements, other 

variants of these systems may be used, and additional layers of combined polypropylene 

foam and solids may be added, with some deepwater pipeline projects requiring a nine-

layer coating system. But generally, the layers of coating systems in the pipelines consists 

of four or five layers. As a result, a mix of old and new is now used for high-tech coating 

performance. Anti-corrosion and adhesive copolymer are almost the same. (Debabratra, 

2015) 

In the pharmaceutical sector, syringes need silicone coatings. They're vital for pre-fillable 

needles and provide lubrication that lets the plunger glide through it. Moreover, silicone-

coated glass prevents a drug's ingredients from getting absorbed into the syringe's 

material by creating a barrier. (Newton, 2021) 

One pharmaceutical company deployed a set of four robots to assist with its syringe-

coating needs. That approach allowed a coating rate of 38 syringes per minute. These 

machines also meet cleanroom standards, making them suitable for the stringent 

requirements of pharmaceutical companies or other organizations that must safeguard 

against contaminants. (Newton, 2021) 

The pharmaceutical business and the technology partner that developed this coating 

solution began with a concept phase in 2018. By November 2020, the client had a fully 
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 functional machine, making it well-equipped to deal with the increased syringe demand 

associated with COVID-19 vaccination rollouts. (Newton, 2021) 

4.2. Robotic Developments on coating industry (Automation theories on 
coating industry) 

Automation has brought drastic improvements to numerous sectors - industrial painting 

among them. The new world’s industry requires advanced, fast, repeatable manufacturing 

more. Yet, 70% of manufacturers are high-mix, leaving many without the benefits of 

robotics. (Tilley, 2017) 

Industrial coatings manufacturers have found stable revenues, but lack of investment and 

critical issues in applicator and client firms can delay the industry's growth when it is not 

needed. It should not be ignored that in the recent past, many coaters have struggled to 

meet demand without losing quality, finding and keeping qualified employees, or in some 

cases, maintaining high production and efficiency without the need for frequent rework. 

Robotic automation has the potential to help these firms achieve more in all of these 

circumstances. However, most of these firms have not had the opportunity to use 

mechanical automation because of the programming desires and manufacturing 

constraints required to process the different parts they manage efficiently. (Stevens, 

2021) 
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Fig 7. The demonstration of Kawasaki KJ264 Painting Robot (Source: Kawasaki) 

Robotic technology started to raise overall efficiency rates in industrial painting without 

sacrificing quality not just recently. Robotic automation has long been used to replace 

human workers in high-risk situations, such as those involving industrial paint. Automation 

is also ideal for addressing requirements that people in specific industries face. For 

example, automotive companies choose paints that withstand pollution and frequent sun 

exposure. (See Fig. 7) 

A Chinese automotive factory that produces vehicles from brands like Volkswagen and 

Skoda had 300 painting robots installed to assist with its ongoing sustainability efforts. 

Instead of using a water-circulation approach to paint, the machines use a dry spray 

absorption method. It circulates air and absorbs the spray with limestone. Since this 

method reuses up to 95% of the air and allows limestone recycling, energy savings of up 

to 60% can occur. Moreover, the factory utilizes primer-free painting technology. It can 

reportedly raise paint utilization rates and minimize waste. (Newton, 2021) 
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 There are many benefits of using industrial painting robots, such as: 

• Because robots work accurately, there are no drips or other faults are left behind. 

Instead, each piece of equipment is sprayed evenly with just the right amount of 

paint for a flawless finish. Industrial robots can determine which areas to paint 

using the software, algorithms, sensors, and cameras. Companies’ robotic painting 

systems can paint with high accuracy and adhere to companies’ specifications 

because they recognize patterns. Most importantly, the company would be able to 

reduce waste by ensuring that each painting assembly line product is ready for the 

next step. 

• On a wall, shelf, or rail, a slim robotic arm can be mounted. Industrial painting 

robots can reach further than their predecessors, allowing the company to expand 

the company factory's floor space. In general, there is a limited amount of space 

on the construction site, but as technology progressed, robots became more 

compact and fit in various locations.  

• A robotic arm can reach more nooks and crannies because it is slim. A human 

worker would have to spend time covering every surface with paint in the past. 

Industrial robots are now programmed to detect the edges of equipment to apply 

an even spray without wasting paint. (Global Finishing Solutions,2020) 

Even the most meticulous people cannot offer error-free performance. However, robotic 

painting systems can provide the kind of reliability that painting and coating companies 

need. Often, such technology is essential for helping overcome known challenges. 

Automation can improve overall quality by removing human error. That’s particularly 

advantageous in manufacturing facilities where labour shortages exist. When employees 

must consistently work fast because a company does not have a large enough workforce, 

accidents and mistakes are more likely to happen. 

In this case, robotic applications provide a game-changing opportunity for high-mix 

coaters to take full advantage of automation finally. They offer to help clients cope with 

the shortage of trained labour while increasing productivity, profitability, and quality. 
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 Meanwhile, automation technologies have the potential to help develop the industrial 

coatings industry by promoting the use of advanced application techniques while helping 

to reduce waste. 

One of the most significant benefits of industrial robots is their ability to provide maximum 

productivity and efficiency. An industrial robot increases the speed of manufacturing 

processes by operating 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Breaks and shift changes 

are unnecessary for robots. Robots' speed and dependability help to reduce cycle time 

and increase throughput. (Stevens, 2021) 

A robotic application is any robotic system that can create a precise, efficient robotic 

motion package to meet stated goals while regarding the physical restrictions of the robot 

and its work cell. A few crucial features not accessible with traditional industrial robots 

are: 

• AI-based task planning capabilities. 

• 3D vision control systems. 

• The ability to interpret and produce programs in the languages current 

engineering robots speak. 

With this innovation, an industrial robot just has to be instructed "what" to do rather than 

"how" to execute a task. For example, a parameter may be configured to paint a specific 

component surface as stated in a CAD file, and then identify and design a program for 

and paint that part in real-time using data from 3D optical scanners and rebuilt in a Digital 

Twin environment. 

These talents can be applied to both fixed and moving objects in real-time on systems 

like an overhead conveyor. As a result of this real-time capability to recognize 

components having a three-dimensional vision, part positioning and placement do not 

affect output quality or overall productivity, removing the need for part planning and 

ordinance as they travel through the production environment. 
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 Coaters may now achieve human-like flexibility while maintaining the consistency, 

repeatability, and throughput that robotic systems are known for, thanks to automation 

and automated technology advancements. 

For example, there is an Omnirobotic self-programming robot that is used for the coating 

industry. Omnirobotic’ AI-based Technology allows engineers to start using robotics 

where it simply wasn’t possible before. The Omnibrain uses 3D scanners and AI to see 

the parts and create a unique robot program. They are offering productivity for painting, 

powder coating and other finishing processes that even multiple humans simply could not 

match. This phenomenon does not just protect workers from hazards, it is also cleaner 

and greener, saving waste and overcoming key bottlenecks. This solution can be used 

with various robot types on continuous flow conveyor lines or batch productions. It’s 

already used in aerospace and sheet metal and is available for many more industrial 

applications. Omnibrain's capability to program robots for industrial dyeing and finishing 

processes gives high mix manufacturers access to self-programming autonomous robots, 

meaning they can finally use robots to reap the benefits many mass manufacturers 

already have. (Kara, 2020) 

For example, one emerging kind of learning is called self-learning programming. It 

accounts for the reality that a computer programmer could not compensate for the years 

of experience a professional painter or coating specialist possesses. This approach 

allows a person to disengage a robot’s mechanisms, making its attachments weightless. 

The painter then attaches a control handle to the machine. It lets them show the robot 

how to apply liquid or powder and use a blowoff or suction gun. The robot receives the 

training in real-time, allowing the machine to match the painter’s movements. 

Self-learning programming is one of the fastest, most reliable methods of teaching a robot 

that can be used in the oil and gas industry for painting works. That’s because it depends 

on a person’s existing expertise. Some machines even accept input without individuals 

stopping a production line or conveyor belt to teach them. 
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4.3. Analysis of approaches 
 

The growth of fully automated production facilities is being accelerated by cheaper, more 

capable, and more flexible technologies. Companies will face a major challenge in 

determining how to best harness their power. 

Even the most meticulous individuals cannot guarantee flawless performance. On the 

other hand, robotic painting systems can provide the kind of consistency that painting and 

coating companies require. Often, such technology is necessary to assist in the resolution 

of known issues. While allowing more consistent results, automation can improve overall 

quality by removing human error. That’s particularly advantageous in manufacturing 

facilities where labour shortages exist. When employees must consistently work fast 

because a company does not have a large enough workforce, accidents and mistakes 

are more likely to happen. 

Before some decision-makers invest in automation, they worry that the machines will not 

successfully match humans' movements when engaging in specific processes. However, 

various training methods exist, and some allow people to demonstrate how a machine 

should move directly. 

Robotic technology can also raise overall efficiency rates in industrial painting without 

sacrificing quality. Regardless of the type of robotic painting equipment, any company 

could have, proper upkeep will boost the return on investment. Without a preventive 

maintenance plan, anyone is likely negatively impacting efficiency and may spend too 

much on operating costs 

Automation is also ideal for addressing requirements for different materials and surfaces 

in specific industries face. In the heavy industry, there will be different requirements for 

specific surfaces and pipelines. The material in the pipe determine the coating on the 

surface that, for every different pipeline section, different painting systems are required.  
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 Automation can also help painting and coating companies adhere to sustainable 

practices. Part of a business’s framework for responsible operations may include looking 

at ways to reduce waste. Robotic painting technology can help achieve that aim. 

4.4. Technology Management  
 
Existed Robotic In Oil-Gas Industry 

Although certain painting robots exist in the sector, none exist for pipe coatings in the oil 

and gas business, despite the fact that no one has yet entered this market. 

Pipes and storage tanks, particularly those used for long-distance transport and long-term 

storage, must be inspected and repaired on a regular basis. Because human inspection 

and manipulation of these components are expensive and hazardous, automated 

examination and manipulation are in great demand. The majority of robotic research in 

the oil and gas industry has gone towards developing in-pipe inspection robots and tank 

inspection robots. 

Oil, gas, and other fluids are transported via pipes from production sites to distribution 

points in onshore petroleum facilities. The bulk of these pipes are underground or placed 

underneath the water. In such environments, pipes are subjected to extreme weather 

conditions such as heat, cold, humidity, and dust. These unfavourable conditions can lead 

to corrosion, erosion, deposition, fractures, thermal cycling, pitting, stress loading, and 

joint failure. Any petroleum product leakage from pipelines results in a financial loss and 

poses a hazard to the environment. As a result, for safe operation, frequent examination 

and repair of transportation pies are essential. 

The bulk of pipe and tank inspection robots on the market are remote-controlled and have 

limited autonomy. On the other hand, recent developments show that reliable semi-

autonomous and remote-controlled robots are excellent short-term options. The 

development of a few totally autonomous robots in different industries speaks well for the 

development of fully automated robots for oil and gas facilities in the future. (Yu et al., 

2019) 
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 New Technologies  

Moreover, new technologies have the potential to alter the way consumables are used 

and open up new possibilities. 

Manufacturers of industrial coatings have found consistent revenue. Still, a lack of 

investment and underlying difficulties at applicator and client companies may be leading 

the industry to lag in growth when it does not need to. Many coaters have struggled to 

attract and retain competent workers, fulfil a request while maintaining quality, or maintain 

high production and increased throughput without the need for rework regularly 

Skilled labour is hard to come by, notwithstanding the current high unemployment rate. 

Quality and profitability might suffer when companies hurry to train staff or boost 

throughput. While demand may be slow at times, many of these companies have 

struggled to stay profitable or have perceived finishing operations as a production block, 

both of which are issues for industrial coatings companies. 

While recruiting and training more applicators may help close some of the gaps, their 

work quality and productivity may fall short of meeting current demands. In this sense, 

both coaters companies and coatings producers must agree on the most significant 

obstacle they confront in applying coatings more successfully and reaping the benefits of 

recruiting and keeping competent employees. Where human labour shortages are 

expected to persist for the foreseeable future, automation technologies appear to be the 

way to go. 

Automation technologies provide the coatings industry with the finishing touch, allowing 

us to serve more customer-oriented businesses that lead the world’s economy daily. With 

the right technology, coaters can apply industrial coatings more readily, efficiently, and 

successfully as demand rises and customers acquire new tastes, resulting in significant 

benefits for all parties involved. 
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 4.5. Financial Planning and Calculations 

According to the Robotic Industries Group (RIA), the industry's trade association, North 

American robotics firms achieved their best-ever first-quarter performance. Robotics 

orders and shipments were at all-time highs. In the first quarter of 2017, North American 

robotics companies received an all-time high order of 9,773 robots worth $516 million. 

This is a 32% increase in units over the same period in 2016 when the previous high was 

reached. In the first quarter of the previous year, order revenue increased by 28%. Robot 

exports reached record highs in the first quarter of this year, with 8,824 robots worth $494 

million shipped to North American clients. This is a 24 per cent increase in units and a 

5% increase in USD over the same period last year. “ (Aeppel, 2021) 

Since the 2008 recession, automated manufacturing systems have been instrumental in 

the recovery and continued strength of the economy. In the case of some businesses, it 

is critical to their survival. Meanwhile, leading thinkers around the world argue that 

businesses would be better off figuring out how to transform their human labour force into 

jobs where they can dominate. 

 
Fig. 8 Cost of automation (Source: McKinsey&Company) 
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 As robot production has increased, costs have gone down. Over the past 30 years, the 

average robot price has fallen by half in real terms and even further relative to labour 

costs (Fig. 8). As demand from emerging economies encourages the production of robots 

to shift to lower-cost regions, they are likely to become cheaper still. (Tilley, 2017) 

Return on investment (ROI)  is a commonly used financial metric for determining the 

likelihood of gaining a profit on an investment. It's a proportion that compares an 

investment's profit or loss to its cost. It can be used to assess the potential return on a 

single investment as well as to compare the returns of multiple investments. ROI and 

other cash flow measures, such as internal rate of return (IRR)  and net present value 

(NPV), are key metrics in business analysis that evaluate and rank the attractiveness of 

a variety of investment options. Despite the fact that ROI is a ratio, it is usually expressed 

as a percentage rather than a ratio. An automated system's higher quality and capacity 

and the increased earning potential that comes with it outweigh the lower-cost but lower-

volume manual labour setup. (Fernando, 2021) 

The IRR is very similar to NPV, except that the discount rate is the rate that reduces the 

NPV of an investment to zero. This method is used to compare projects with different 

lifespans or amounts of required capital. For example, IRR could be used to compare the 

anticipated profitability of a three-year project that requires a $50,000 investment with that 

of a 10-year project that requires a $200,000 investment. Although the IRR is useful, it is 

usually considered inferior to NPV because it makes too many assumptions about 

reinvestment risk and capital allocation. (Fernando, 2021) 

In many situations, cutting labour expenses while boosting high-quality production yields 

a positive long-term return on investment. Custom automation equipment costs vary 

considerably based on the specifications.  
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𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛	𝑜𝑓	𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡	(𝑅𝑂𝐼) =
Net	Return	on	Investment

Cost	of	Investment
	× 	100% 

Fig 9. The formula for Return of Invest (ROI) 
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Fig. 10. The formula of Net Present Value (NPV) 
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Fig. 11. The formula of Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 

According to reports of Sogucak, the firm operates a largely manual system that requires 

three experienced operators to perform three shifts each day, with labour mobilization 

costing $300,000. Assume that each operator costs $50,000 per year, totalling $450,000 

per year in labour expenses. 

Assume the business discovers a fully automated system that will cost $600,000 to 

develop, produce, and install. One unskilled operator, earning $50,000 per year and 

working three shifts per day for a total of $150,000 per year, will be required. Because the 

operator only loads and unloads the equipment, training is quite inexpensive. The total 
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 cost of automation is $750,000, with a first-year return on investment of 0 ($750,000 

automated system minus $750,000 partially manual system). 

The return, however, starts in the second year because the automated method requires 

no capital input. Annual production expenses are substantially lower than in the manual 

method due to decreased labour expenditures. Over the course of two years, the 

automated system cost $900,000, whereas the human approach would have cost 

$1.200,000. That's a profit of $300,000, or a 50% return on investment. 

Table 3: Calculation of Return of Invest  

    Manual Automated 

Year I 

Capital Investment $ 300.000 $ 600.000 
Operator Shifts 30 3 
Wage (Operator) $ 50.000 $ 50.000 
Total Wages $ 450.000 $ 150.000 
Total Expense $ 750.000 $ 750.000 

Year II 

Capital Investment 0 0 
Operator Shifts 30 3 
Wage (Operator) $ 50.000 $ 50.000 
Total Wages $ 450.000 $ 150.000 
Total Expense $ 450.000 $ 150.000 

Total expense over two years $ 1.200.000 $ 900.000 
Return $ 300.000 
ROI on the $600,000 investment 50% 

 

Table 4: Calculation of NPV and IRR 

 
  Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 4 Year 5 

Nominal Amount  $  (600.000)  $    300.000   $    300.000   $    300.000   $    300.000  
Discount Rate (WACC) 15,00%         
Net Present Value  $    256.494          
Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 35%         

 

When calculating the Net Present Value (NPV), the instalment and initial cost for 

Sogucak's draft were set at $600,000, and Sogucak's discount rate was 15%. Because 

Sogucak is expected to earn at least $300,000 per year, the NPV is estimated to be 
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 $256,494. The investment would determine as well investment because the final result is 

much higher than 0 and positive. Furthermore, the Internal Rate of Return is estimated to 

be 35 per cent based on the company's outcome and income, which is a positive result. 

While calculating NPV and IRR, instead of the formulas,  excel commands were used to 

get better results. 

Regardless of the type of robotic painting equipment the company has, proper upkeep 

will boost the return on investment. Without a preventive maintenance plan, the company 

would likely negatively impact efficiency and may spend too much on operating costs.  

Robotized frames are often suggested for high-volume orders. It's a considerably more 

tempting alternative when consistent quality and consistency in a production run are 

required. Before they go through the rest of the assembly process, an inspection of parts 

may be done using automated frameworks that enhance uniformity and minimize scrap 

rates. If a fault exists, the part is rejected before further segments are attached or more 

machining is done, saving time and material data. This will come at a high initial cost, but 

it will eventually pay for itself due to the machine's high limit and low mistake rate. 

Human administrators cannot expect to manufacture faultless components if they rush 

through their days. They would not even have to try. The consequences might be 

devastating.  

On the other hand, human labour is usually connected with cheaper upfront costs and is 

required for low-volume runs, one-of-a-kind quirky projects, or preliminary work. 

Administrators can also give actual incentives for measures that involve basic reasoning 

or are not automatable. 
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 Table 5. Comparison of the costs of human labour vs robotic application 

Human labour Automated processes 
Wages and inflationary wage pressures. 

 
Initial hardware and software costs, as well as 
installation. 

Non-wage benefits and training. 
 

Stoppages caused by part changes in flexible 
automation systems, either planned or unexpected. 

Insurance for workers' compensation. Ongoing maintenance. 
Auxiliary safety equipment. Operator training and wages. 
Human mistake poses a safety concern. - 
Human mistake results in product loss or rework. - 
Slower pace of human labour compared to 
automated processes 

- 

 

 

4.6. Discovery – Driven Planning 

Discovery-driven planning (DDP) calculations are used to improve calculations and obtain 

better outcomes while using new automation in the pipeline painting business. Discovery-

driven planning recognizes that planning for new activities involves visualizing the 

unimaginable. 

According to Rita Gunther and Ian Macmillan (1995), when platform-based planning is 

used, assumptions underlying a plan are treated as facts rather than as best-guess 

estimates to be tested and questioned. That is why they are opposed to the use of 

platform-based planning for new businesses. (McGrath and MacMillan, 1995) 

Discovery-driven planning is a useful tool that recognizes the distinction between planning 

for a new venture versus planning for a more traditional line of business. Traditional 

planning operates on the premise that managers can predict future outcomes from a well-

understood and predictable platform of past experience. Estimates are expected to be 

accurate because they are based on solid information rather than assumptions. In 

platform-based planning, it is a bad thing for an initiative to deviate from the plan. 

(McGrath and MacMillan, 1995) 

While conducting the necessary research for the thesis, it was concluded that it would be 

more appropriate for a company that wants to enter a new field by using robotic 
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 technologies to make discovery-driven plans rather than traditional planning. Moreover, 

discovery-driven planning provides a systematic method for identifying potentially 

dangerous implicit assumptions that would otherwise go unnoticed and thus unchallenged 

in the plan. 

Total Figures 

Required profits to add 10% to total profit = 500 Thousand 

Necessary revenues to deliver 10% sales margin = 5 Million   

Allowable costs to deliver 1*% sales margin = 45 Million dollars 

Per Unit Figures 

Required unit sales at 16 dollars per unit 

Necessary percentage of World market share of OEM unit sales = 0.1% 

Allowable costs per unit for 10% sales margin = 14 dollars 

The objective is to evaluate the value of success swiftly. It's possible that the venture will 

not succeed if it cannot generate big profits.  

The Reverse Income Statement 

The bottom line is the starting point for discovery-driven planning. The question is whether 

automation had a substantial impact on the company's competitiveness and financial 

success. Why should Sogucak take the risk and uncertainty of a significant strategic 

endeavor if it is not necessary? 

Rather than beginning with revenue projections and working down the income statement 

to determine profits, DDP begins with necessary profits. The profit and loss statement is 

then used to evaluate how much income is required to achieve the desired profit level 

and how much expense may be tolerated. The fundamental concept is to enforce revenue 

and expense discipline by building profitability into the plan from the beginning:  

Required profits = necessary revenues minus allowed costs 
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 Management at Sogucak in 2021 may have started with these numbers: net sales of 

around $5 million, income before taxes of about $4 million, and return on sales (ROS) of 

7.5 per cent. Every business will erect its own barriers. A strategic endeavour, in our 

opinion, should have the ability to increase total earnings by at least 10%. Furthermore, 

it should provide higher profits than reinvesting in current firms to compensate for the 

additional risk. 

Using the Sogucak data, we can calculate that the needed profit for the painting business 

is $400,000.00 (10% 4 million). Delivering a 4 million dollar profit with a 10% return on 

sales means a 4 million dollars sales business. 

Assuming that Sogucak will have to price competitively despite its higher quality to 

acquire market share as a new entrant, it should establish a target price of 16 dollars per 

work. This equates to a total of 250 thousand pieces sold (4 million dollars in sales divided 

by 16 dollars per pipe coating). By setting these basic performance metrics from the 

outset of the endeavour (2021), the magnitude and scope of the business are rapidly 

established: by 2025, Sogucak would need to capture 0.1 per cent of the whole global 

OEM market (0.01 per cent of 179.4 billion USD). Given the scale of the market, Sogucak 

must clearly be prepared to compete worldwide from the start, making significant 

investments not just in manufacturing but also in marketing. (Note: the whole global OEM market data 

taken by “Paints Coatings Market” report of Marketsandmarkets, 2021) 

Allowable costs will be determined next, continuing the profit and loss calculation: If 

Sogucak wants to make a 10% profit on a job that costs 16 dollars, the entire cost of the 

painting works throughout the world cannot be more than 14,4 dollars per work. The 

reverse income statement quickly reveals that keeping costs under control will be a 

struggle for the coating works business. 

Sogucak can check his original assumptions against previous experience with 

comparable scenarios, industry experts' recommendations, and publicly available data. 

The goal isn't to achieve the maximum level of precision, but to create a credible model 

of the venture's economics and logistics, as well as to estimate the severity of the 

obstacles. Later, the firm may examine which parts of the strategy are most vulnerable to 
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 incorrect assumptions and do more rigorous inspections. Industry consultants can 

frequently give low-cost, unexpectedly precise information. 

Any large strategic project, including uncertainty, such as new product or market 

ventures, technology development, joint ventures, strategic alliances, or even substantial 

system reconstruction, might benefit from discovery-driven planning. Unlike platform-

based planning, which assumes a high level of knowledge, discovery-driven planning 

requires managers to define what they do not know and imposes a learning discipline. As 

a planning tool, it improves awareness of the make-or-break risks that new enterprises 

face and assists managers in addressing them at the lowest feasible cost. 

Any large strategic project, including uncertainty, such as new product or market 

ventures, technology development, joint ventures, strategic alliances, or even substantial 

system reconstruction, might benefit from discovery-driven planning. Unlike platform-

based planning, which assumes a high level of knowledge, discovery-driven planning 

requires managers to define what they do not know and imposes a learning discipline. As 

a planning tool, it improves awareness of the make-or-break risks that new enterprises 

face and assists managers in addressing them at the lowest feasible cost. 
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 5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This thesis aims to study new solutions for the SMEs subcontractors' problems who work 

in the oil and gas industry while using the latest automation and robotic technologies. This 

chapter examines the findings in light of the study's three research questions, evaluates 

the theoretical contribution, and provides development suggestions in the context of the 

example firm.  

The study's objective was to learn more about the subcontractor problems and how to 

solve them with the latest inventions in automation technologies. The second and third 

research questions were tried to answer while how construction subcontractors' 

management is changing as a result of new automation technology and making the 

working environment safer and healthier. The study's goal has been accomplished by 

providing the idea that using automation technologies could bring huge impact and profit. 

As a result of the paper's conclusions, subcontracting difficulties and their causes are 

better understood. The recent technologies at the coating work, latest automation 

technologies and subcontractor problems are observed. In comparison, developing 

solutions to the existing subcontractor problems, the possibilities of new business 

approaches are evaluated, such as the blue ocean strategy. 

There are still unknowns and intangibles with robotic automation systems because of the 

technology itself. However, with the outcome of this paper, there is more knowledge about 

how mechanical automation systems could be used while creating a blue ocean strategy 

and solving small and medium entrepreneurs’ problems in the oil and gas industry. 

Moreover, worker health problems in SMEs were also investigated and evaluated. 

There are also fewer unknowns and intangibles regardless of the coating technologies. 

The previous and current coating technologies are researched to develop a profitable 

automation system for painting technologies. Without knowledge of painting works, it 

would be impossible to create the most suitable design of automation technology that the 

existing coating technologies are examined. Moreover, the current painting 
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 subcontractors and their painting systems are observed as well to understand 

competitions and learn from their experience.  

After the literature review, there was not enough research related to robotic applications 

in the coating sector in the oil and gas industry. It can be seen as a limitation of the study. 

Even though the literature review was wealthy for subcontractor problems in the oil and 

gas industry and usage of robots in the oil and gas industry, getting more information 

about the coating automaton developments on the oil and gas industry pipelines was a 

challenging process that the questioners are used. The outcome of the questioners gave 

us a lot of information about the subcontracting issues. 

In the oil and gas sector, automation has the ability to create new demand and make 

rivals redundant. SMEs are already dealing with a significant number of subcontractors. 

As a result of research, it was found out how functional robotic studies can solve SME 

subcontractors' problems. Companies using automated technology can develop a blue 

ocean strategy and earn high profits and solve these problems. Because robotic 

automation is less competitive, have produced value, and have gained consumer 

confidence, companies' management difficulties can be lessened when employing the 

blue ocean approach. 

Furthermore, it is observed that the robotic applications may have decreased the impact 

of the COVID-19 epidemic or similar pandemic if they had been employed before it 

started. It shows how robotics may help with health and environmental concerns, as well 

as indirect management concerns. 

The market analysis, the current coating market and developments, the impact of the 

subcontractors, the market plan for the company which would use the robotic applications 

and the availability of the blue ocean strategy is researched. Market research is done to 

understand the current market and competition. The first step for the marketing plan was 

looking for companies that use automation technologies for pipeline coatings. However, 

no companies in the oil and gas industries used robotic technologies for coating pipelines. 

Even the most prominent companies tend not to use automation applications. After the 
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 companies, for the market plan, already existing technologies are examined. Market 

research is conducted utilizing many platforms as part of the marketing strategy.  The 

importance of subcontractor and subcontractor problems and their effect on the market 

were investigated. 

The robotic applications could help reduce unnecessary workforce maintenance costs 

and re-direct the workforce into activities where individuals thrive in the oil and gas 

industry.  Robotic automation technologies have been found to help the oil and gas sector 

improve safety, efficiency, and quality. Small and medium-sized enterprises dealing with 

subcontracting difficulties may find robotic technologies to be a game-changer. Using the 

most recent developments in automation applications could help to reduce these 

difficulties partially or entirely resolved. 

It is obtained that creating a blue ocean with robotic applications, according to the 

estimates, is only possible and lucrative in the long run. Suppose the firm does not pay 

enough instalments because it wishes to make a quick profit. In that case, the income will 

not be enough to fund robotic applications, and the company will continue to have 

management difficulties with subcontractors or employees. 

Companies in dynamically evolving sectors are always trying to fulfil their consumers' 

requirements. Global markets are directing companies to create a diversified supply in 

order to satisfy growing client demands, resulting in severe rivalry in the present 

industries. It is difficult for a firm to expand at the same rate as its rivals in a competitive 

environment. This is why new tactics are necessary to develop new competitive values 

and new markets and consumers. 

Discovery-driven and Return of Invest calculations are made to estimate the profitability 

of creating automation systems while solving subcontracting problems. Engineers and 

managers prefer to make less in the near term by taking less risk, according to the 

questioners, rather than earning more in the long run by taking risks. Despite the fact that 

many of them continue to believe that robotic advances may assist SMEs in solving 
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 subcontracting difficulties and opening the way for globalization, a large number of them 

refuse to use automated technologies. 

Understanding that being determined, having a solid network, finding the appropriate 

individuals to do business with, and establishing a market value while narrating were 

essential aspects of a blue ocean strategy dealing with subcontractor difficulties. 

Moreover, the company's goal could also be to increase operational cost-effectiveness 

while simultaneously increasing agility and strategic flexibility to respond to changing 

demand through new machinery and product changes.  

Sogucak was the experimental purpose of this article better to understand the 

subcontracting issues in the current system. With the results of this document, the 

company can understand the capabilities of the latest automation innovations and 

incorporate them into its business plans. The thesis conclusion of this article is an idea, 

a business plan, a solution and a strategy for the growth of SMEs. 

The blue ocean plan is used as an estimation Instrument for analyzing the existing state 

of affairs. In any case, it defends its position, claiming that serving clients worldwide 

demands a different strategy. Other studies, such as SWOT analysis, were done for 

Sogucak Company, and essential information was obtained as a consequence of the 

analysis. 

For future researches, more specific areas could investigate for related parts of the 

coating industry. Moreover, instead of the painting and coating industry, many areas still 

require automation technologies in the oil and gas industry. The subcontractors in the 

other sectors do have similar subcontracting issues that automation technologies could 

solve. 

The outcome of the paper is a theory that is not easy to have experimented. To be able 

to test the idea of solving subcontractor problems with the automation technologies: 

• The experimental company should invest in the robotic pipeline coating machines 

to manufacture it 
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 • In the long run, the efficiency and quality increments need to be estimated 

the experimental company create a business plan to compete with competitors 

with the painting robots, and it might be that they could even lose profit in the short 

term 

• After the experimental company finishes its first contract (it can take several years), 

the long term profits could be examined. Later on, the brand value and prestige of 

the experimental company should be researched.  

• Because robotic automation promises to create a blue ocean strategy and let even 

the small companies compete with the large companies, the experimental 

company could find a more straightforward job with high profitable ones after the 

first job is done.  

Unfortunately, because there is not enough time to observe the outcome of the robotic 

automation machine for the pipeline coating for the experimental company, this research 

outcome cannot experiment. It is tried to estimate the future trends and results, but there 

was no chance to test with related topics. There was not enough literature review because 

there was no previous research done related to the topic. Questionnaires do not allow the 

researcher to follow up on ideas or explain concerns, which is one of the primary 

advantages of interviews.  
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